VaporTech® VT Decorative™ finishes are custom-designed to improve both the appearance and durability of your product. Our unique low-temperature process enables you to apply decorative finishes to most metals and many plastics.

**Benefits**
Decorative coatings improve the look, durability, differentiation, and value of products.

**Applications**
Applications include home hardware, automotive, and high-value consumer products.

**Optimization**
Coating and process customized to meet your specific requirements for coating both metal and plastic parts.

**Characteristics**
VT Decorative finishes are scratch- and wear-resistant, improve corrosion resistance, and—at less than 1 micron thick—they are suitable for high-tolerance parts.

**Contact Us**
6400 Dry Creek Parkway
Longmont, CO 80503 USA
303-652-8500
vtsales@vaportechn.com